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Quasiclassical trajectories (QCT) and newly constructed global potential energy

surfaces are used to compute thermal and nonthermal rate constants for the H

+ HO2 reaction. The thermal QCTs rate constants are up to 50% smaller than

transition state theory (TST) rate constants based on the same level of electronic

structure theory. This reduction is demonstrated to result from inefficient

intramolecular vibrational energy redistribution (IVR) in the transient H2O2

well, with a significant fraction of trajectories that reach the H2O2 well

promptly dissociating back to reactants instead of via the heavily statistically

favored 2OH channel. The nonstatistical reduction factor, κIVR, that quantifies

this effect is shown to increase in importance with temperature, with κIVR =

0.81 at 300 K and 0.47 at 2500 K. Finally, we show that inefficient IVR causes H+

HO2 rate constants mediated by H2O2 to depend inversely on the initial

vibrational excitation of HO2.
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Introduction

Transition state theory (TST) is foundational to modern chemical physics [1–3]. For

more than 80 years TST has informed chemical intuition by connecting transition state

structures with mechanistic insights, and more recently the high fidelity of rate constant

predictions obtained by combining TST with ab initio energetics andmolecular properties

has been reliably demonstrated [4–7]. Over the decades, various assumptions central to

TST have been tested, and here we consider the accuracy of the so-called “local

equilibrium” assumption, which is the assumption of a statistically populated

transition state that results from fast intramolecular vibrational energy

redistribution (IVR).
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Practical TST calculations involve defining a transition state

dividing surface and counting the number of “forward” states

NDS on the surface, which is half the number of total states[8].

Forward states count reactive events, as per the fundamental

assumption of TST[9], and the rate constant for a given candidate

dividing surface kDS is readily determined from NDS.

Importantly, approximations to the true transition state

dividing surface are known to give an upper bound to the

true rate constant such that a variational principle can be

applied to test and optimize candidate transition state dividing

surfaces viaminimizations of NDS. The optimized value of NDS is

labeled N‡, and the resulting variational TST (VTST) rate

constant kVTST ≤ kDS.

It can be challenging to fully minimize N‡ with respect to all

important geometric parameters defining the transition state

dividing surface. So-called “recrossing” corrections κrc are

sometimes then applied to correct for residual variational

effects not fully accounted for in the variational optimizations.

These correction factors are less than but typically close to 1, such

that κrc kVTST ≤ kVTST ≤ kDS. Here we are interested in

characterizing a different physical effect, a dynamical or

inefficient IVR correction κIVR ≤ 1 that can further reduce the

rate constant [10–16].

Rate constants are defined relative to the equilibrating

condition governing the internal and translational state

distributions of the reactants, e.g., thermal rate constants

describe the reactivity of thermally populated reactants, and

microcanonical rate constants describe the reactivity of

microcanonically populated reactants. Unlike in a global

dynamics calculation, such as a classical trajectory that

proceeds from reactants to products, evaluating a TST rate

constant requires an additional assumption that describes the

internal state population distribution at the transition state

dividing surface when counting states and computing N‡. In

typical calculations, this distribution is assumed to be governed

by the same equilibrating condition as the reactants. This

assumption, sometimes called local equilibrium assumption, is

typically but not always valid.

Here we consider the reaction H + HO2, which can proceed

on both the singlet and triplet surfaces. On the singlet surface, the

major product is 2OH, which is significantly exothermic and

formed via an indirect process mediated by a deep H2O2 well.

One might expect that because the deep H2O2 well is the direct

product of the initial capture transition state ([H + HO2 =

H2O2]
‡) the local equilibrium assumption would be suitable.

Specifically, reactive events passing through the capture

transition state might be expected to forget their history in

such a deep and presumably long-lived well and would then

proceed nearly exclusively via the lower energy 2OH product

channel.

Instead, we show here using newly parameterized global ab

initio potential energy surfaces and quasiclassical trajectories

(QCTs) that an appreciable fraction of captured trajectories

promptly dissociates back to reactants. This nonstatistical

violation of the local equilibrium assumption for the capture

rate constant has a noticeable effect on the thermal rate constant

for the 2OH channel, lowering it by ~50% relative to statistical

TST predictions. Physically, this effect arises from inefficient IVR

in the H2O2 well and an incomplete sharing of energy between

the internal modes of HO2 and the relative motion of H + HO2.

Inefficient IVR is also shown here to have an even more

noticeable impact on nonthermal rate constants for H + HO2*

in which HO2 is initially excited near its threshold energy.

Nonthermal reactions arise in energetic gas phase

environments, such as in the atmosphere, shockwaves,

plasmas, engines, and flames [17–26]. In these environments,

HO2 can be formed hot, and a nonnegligible fraction of HO2* can

react with abundant radicals like H atoms before it is collisionally

cooled via inert “third-body” collisions. As a prototypical fast

radical–atomic radical reaction, H + HO2 has been thought to

provide a significant depletion mechanism for HO2 in the

mesosphere [27], and its product branching is known to be

central to controlling the second explosion limit in hydrogen

oxidation [28]. This reaction has also been implicated as an

initiation reaction for excited species such as 1O2 that are highly

reactive, with noticeable impacts in hydrogen flame simulations

[29]. Lastly, recent studies suggest that H + HO2 may be a

significant source for the important reactive species OH during

the interaction of nonthermal atmospheric pressure plasmas with

biological matter [30]. In general, while this reaction is fast under

both thermal and nonthermal conditions, branching between

direct and indirect products can be significantly different under

nonthermal conditions thus altering the available radical pool.

Here we quantify the effect that inefficient IVR has on indirect

pathways both thermally and nonthermally.

This paper is organized as follows: First, we describe the

construction and validation of global potential energy surfaces

for the lowest-energy singlet and lowest-energy triplet states of

H2O2. Next, the standard QCT approach used here is briefly

summarized. Then, thermal rate constants are presented, and a

detailed comparison of the QCT and statistical transition state

theory (TST) results is made. Finally, nonthermal rate constants

are discussed, and the inefficient IVR rate reduction factor κIVR is

quantified.

Theory

Singlet and triplet potential energy
surfaces

Global analytic potential energy surfaces (PESs) were

generated for the lowest-energy singlet and lowest-energy

triplet states of H2O2 using permutationally invariant

polynomial (PIP) expansions [31] and the computer code

PIPPy [32]. PIP expansions were trained against data sets of
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Molpro’s Davidson-corrected full valence MRCI + Q/CBS

energies [33, 34], where the complete basis set (CBS) limit

was estimated from a two-point formula using the aug’-cc-

pVDZ and aug’-cc-pVTZ basis sets, and aug’ indicates the

usual augmented Dunning basis sets but with diffuse

functions removed for H atoms.

TheMRCI + Q/CBS level of theory was benchmarked against

ANL1 calculations [35] in Table 1 for the singlet and triplet

stationary points illustrated in Figure 1. The ANL1 method is a

composite approach employing CCSD(T)/cc-pVQZ geometries,

CCSD(T) energies with complete basis set extrapolations based

on quintuple-ζ and sextuple-ζ basis sets, an electron correlation

correction that includes up to perturbative pentuples, a zero-

point-energy anharmonicity correction, and other high-level

corrections for terms commonly neglected from the electronic

Hamiltonian. For small systems like H2O2, the expected accuracy

of this approach is 0.2 kcal/mol, as demonstrated in Ref. 35.

Despite its high accuracy in general, the ANL1 method cannot be

reliably applied when multireference effects are large, and indeed

we encounter such a case here for the saddle point for abstraction

on the singlet surface, [H + HO2 =H2 +
1O2]

‡. The energy used in

Figure 1 for this structure is the MRCI + Q energy. Root mean

squared deviations (RMSDs) between the MRCI + Q/CBS and

ANL1 results in Table 1 are 1.2 and 0.9 kcal/mol for the singlet

and triplet surfaces, respectively, which is representative of the

expected accuracy of the MRCI+Q/CBS method[4]. Fortunately,

some of the larger deviations are for kinetically unimportant

species, such as the HOOH and H2OO wells, while kinetically

important critical points, such as the threshold energy of the

major singlet product 2OH and the lowest-energy triplet saddle

point to form H2 +
3O2, are much more accurately predicted by

MRCI + Q/CBS.

Training data sets for the singlet and triplet surfaces were

generated in batches, with each batch associated with a

bimolecular channel or stationary point. For the unimolecular

stationary points HOOH and H2OO, geometries were generated

by sampling uniformly in time from long-lived classical

trajectories governed by a molecular mechanics force field

[36] at total energies of 80 kcal/mol relative to H + HO2. This

procedure was also used to generate pools of sampled internal

coordinates for each diatomic and polyatomic fragment

appearing as a reactant or product. A batch of geometries for

each bimolecular channel was then generated by sampling

internal coordinates from these pools of fragment geometries

TABLE 1 Electronic (zero point exclusive) stationary point and channel energies, kcal/mol.

Geometry ANL1 MRCI+Q PIP7 PIP8 PIP9 PIP10 PIP11

Singlet

H + HO2 0.0 0.0 −1.6 −0.8 −0.6 −0.2 0.1

1O+ H2O −12.5 −11.6 −11.9 −11.4 −11.3 −11.4 −11.5

H2 +
1O2 −32.7 −33.2 −32.0 −31.9 −31.8 −31.9 −31.9

2OH −39.2 −39.3 −39.3 −39.4 −39.3 −39.3 −39.4

H2OO −47.6 −44.8 −45.2 −45.1 −45.0 −44.9 −44.9

HOOH −93.6 −93.3 −96.0 −94.5 −92.8 −90.9 −90.5

[HOOH = H2OO]
‡ −41.1 −39.8 −41.0 −40.9 −40.4 −39.1 −37.6

[H + HO2 = H2 +
1O2]

‡ a 8.4 2.3 7.5 7.2 7.6 7.7

RMSD from MRCI + Q 2.5 0.9 0.8 1.1 1.4

RMSD from ANL1 1.2 1.4 1.2 1.2 1.7 2.1

RMSD for key thresholdsb 0.5 3.2 0.8 0.9 0.7 0.6

Triplet

H + HO2 0.0 0.0 −3.0 −0.6 0.0 0.2 0.2

2OH −39.2 −39.3 −39.7 −38.9 −39.3 −39.4 −39.2

3O+ H2O −57.9 −56.8 −58.9 −56.0 −56.8 −56.2 −56.5

H2 +
3O2 −54.9 −55.9 −56.1 −55.6 −56.0 −55.9 −56.0

3[H + HO2 = H2 +
3O2]

‡ 2.3 2.4 1.8 2.9 2.6 2.2 2.1

3[H + HO2 =
3O+ H2O]

‡ 15.3 15.3 13.6 13.7 14.4 14.8 15.4

3[H + HO2 = 2OH]‡ 16.0 14.0 17.0 15.5 15.3 14.5 14.5

RMSD from MRCI + Q 1.9 1.0 0.6 0.4 0.3

RMSD from ANL1 0.9 1.5 1.0 0.7 0.9 0.9

RMSD for key thresholdsc 1.0 1.8 0.9 0.6 0.8 0.7

aThe ANL1 approach does not accurately describe this multireference stationary point.
bRMSD from ANL1 for the threshold energies for H + HO2, 1O+ H2O, and 2OH and from MRCI + Q/CBS for the energy of the saddle point [H + HO2 = H2 + 1O2]‡.
cRMSD from ANL1 for the threshold energies for H + HO2, 3[H + HO2 = H2 + 3O2]‡, 3[H + HO2 = 3O+ H2O]‡, and 3[H + HO2 = 2OH]‡.
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and orienting the two sampled fragments at random angles with

respect to each other and with a center of mass separation

selected from 1 to 15 Å. Finally, batches of geometries

associated with each saddle point were generated via Z-matrix

displacements by up to 25% from the stationary point geometry.

For the more complex singlet surface, each batch consisted of

~36,000 geometries and MRCI + Q/CBS energies for a total of

~288,000 training data for the singlet surface; half as many

training data were generated for the simpler triplet surface.

For both the singlet and triplet electronic states, PIP

expansions were generated with total expansion orders o from

7 to 11. The resulting expansions are labeled PIPo, and they are

compared with the ANL1 benchmark energies and MRCI +

Q/CBS training energies in Table 1. Note that the PIP expansion

energies shown in Table 1 were evaluated at the MRCI + Q/CBS

geometries to simplify the analysis; the magnitudes of the errors

reported in Table 1 for the PIP expansions do not change

significantly when optimized geometries are used.

In past work we described a strategy for weighting training

data and for using out-of-sample errors to assess the quality of

the PIP expansions [32, 37]. We do not report similarly detailed

analyses here. Instead, we note that the weighted training errors

decrease from ~3 kcal/mol for PIP7 to ~2 kcal/mol for PIP10,

with somewhat larger errors for the triplet expansions than for

the singlet expansions. The design of the weighting function leads

to fitting errors that are relatively independent of energy at low

energies and that have a consistent relative error at higher

energies. For the PIP10 expansion for the singlet surface, for

example, the weighted fitting error is 1.8 kcal/mol when averaged

over the entire training set. For energies below ~15 kcal/mol,

which includes about two-thirds of the training data and the

stationary points in Table 1, the weighted fitting error is 1.2 kcal/

mol in good agreement with the RMS error of 1.1 kcal/mol

tabulated in Table 1, as expected. For energies above ~15 kcal/

mol, the absolute errors increase with energy, such that the

relative errors remain constant at about ~8%. Errors of this

magnitude are satisfactory considering that the PIP expansions

are designed for nonthermal simulations with a range of relevant

energies of ~150 kcal/mol, with training data sampled at internal

energies up to 80 kcal/mol above H + HO2 while the lowest

energy channels for singlet and triplet surfaces appear at –94 and

–58 kcal/mol, respectively. Importantly, we demonstrate

convergence with respect to the order of the PIP expansion

below.

The expected quality of the PIP expansions is better

quantified by the RMSDs for the stationary point energies and

key stationary point thresholds reported in Table 1. Relative to

the MRCI + Q/CBS training data and the ANL1 benchmark data,

the PIP expansions have typical RMSDs of 1–2 kcal/mol, with

notably larger errors for PIP7 than for the higher-order

expansions. The RMSD for key thresholds shown in Table 1

collects errors in the saddle point energies for channels with

saddle points and errors in the product energies otherwise. As

shown below, trends in the RMSDs for key thresholds are found

to be predictive of the QCT results, with PIP7 expansions

performing poorly while the higher-order expansions are

converged with respect to expansion order.

Quasiclassical trajectories

Thermal rate constants k(T) were computed using

quasiclassical trajectories (QCTs) and the dynamics code

DiNT [38]. Thermal ensembles are defined by the

temperature T, which governs the distribution of initial

rotational and vibrational state of HO2 and the distribution of

the relative translational energy. Separable harmonic oscillator

and rigid rotor approximations were used to sample and

randomize the phases of vibrational modes of HO2, the initial

rotational state J, and the overall orientation of HO2 with respect

to H, as usual for quasiclassical trajectories [39].

Nonthermal ensembles are defined by the parameter Evib, the

initial vibrational energy of the energized reactant HO2*, as well

as the temperature T of the other degrees of freedom.

Nonthermal QCT simulations were initiated as above but with

the temperature used to generate the initial vibrational

coordinates and momenta for HO2* set to Evib/(3n–6)kB,

where n is the number of atoms in the molecule (n = 3). The

vibrational momentum was then scaled such that the initial

vibrational energy of HO2* exactly equaled the desired value

FIGURE 1
Potential energy diagram of the electronic ANL1 energies for
the lowest-energy singlet (solid black lines) and triplet (dashed
blue lines) surfaces for H + HO2 → products. A typical nonthermal
H + HO2* energy is indicated by the horizontal red dash-
dotted line.
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Evib. The few sampled geometries where this scaling was not

possible were rejected. Nonthermal rate constants are labeled

k*(Evib,T).

Standard approaches were used for: checking convergence

with respect to the maximum impact parameter, the initial and

final center of mass distances, and numerical integration

parameters; converting collision outcomes to rate constants;

and computing two-sigma error bars representing finite-

ensemble-size sampling errors [39].

Results and discussion

Thermal rate constants

We first demonstrate convergence with respect to the order of

the PIP expansion. Figure 2 shows thermalQCT rate constants forH

+ HO2 for both the singlet and triplet surfaces computed using

several PIP expansions. Results for the three highest-order PIP

expansions (PIP8, PIP9, and PIP10) differ by only a few percent

from one another for the singlet surface, while the lowest-order

PIP7 expansion predicts thermal rate constants that are up to 30%

lower. Trends with respect to PIP order for the triplet surface are

similar, although the lower rate constants and their larger statistical

uncertainties lead to less definitive trends. Notably, trends in the

observed QCT rate constants are predicted by trends in the RMSDs

for key species reported in Table 1, where the accuracy of the

PIP7 expansion is much poorer than the accuracy of the PIP8 and

higher-order expansions. Throughout the rest of the article, QCT

results for the PIP10 expansions are presented.

Figure 2 also shows a set of reference results for the singlet and

triplet surfaces that were proposed in a recent comprehensive

evaluation of H2/O2 chemistry based on both TST computations,

modeling, and experiments [40]. The present quasiclassical

trajectory results are in close agreement with the recommended

rate constant for the triplet surface but are ~25% lower than those for

the singlet surface. The triplet results are discussed first.

As suggested by its lower saddle point energy in Figure 1, the

major product on the triplet surface is H2 +
3O2, and this channel was

determined to be the major triplet channel in Ref. 40. The present

QCT results predict contributions from the two higher-threshold

channels to be just ~5% each at 2500 K and less than 1% at 1000 K. It

is likely that the importance of these channels is overpredicted in the

QCT results due to classical threshold effects, and we focus on the

major triplet channel, H + HO2 → H2 +
3O2.

The triplet PIP expansions accurately reproduce the benchmark

energetics for the triplet saddle points, and so the good accuracy of

the present QCT results for direct reaction on the triplet surface may

be expected, especially at higher temperatures. The QCT method

sometimes overpredicts low-probability (such as low-temperature)

kinetics due to classical threshold effects, although in practice this can

be compensated for by its neglect of tunneling giving rise to a

fortuitous cancellation of errors. The focus of the present work is on

nonstatistical effects, and so we do not explore these other effects in

detail.

The QCT result for the singlet rate constant is ~20–30%

lower than the evaluation, as shown in Figure 2A, and this

deviation is not a strong function of temperature in contrast

to what would be expected from errors arising from threshold

effects or from errors in energetics and other molecular

properties. Notably, direct experimental values for the thermal

rate constant H + HO2 show significant scatter, varying from 5-7

x 10−11 cm3 molecule−1 s−1 at 300 K for example, and this range of

values includes both the QCT and evaluated results [40].

Three product channels are open on the singlet surface. From

Figure 1, the 2OH and 1O+ H2O channels can be seen to proceed

indirectly via the H2O2 well, with the 2OH channel opening ~30 kcal/

mol lower than the 1O+H2O channel, whereas the abstraction product

H2 +
1O2 is formed directly via a low (8 kcal/mol) barrier. As expected

based on these energies, the major product channel on the singlet

surface is 2OH,with theQCTmethod predicting up to 10%of the total

singlet rate constant arising from each of the H2 +
1O2 and

1O+ H2O

channels at 2500 K and 1% and 5% for H2 +
1O2 and

1O+ H2O at

1000 K. The evaluated rate constant shown in Figure 2A includes a

contribution from the direct abstraction channel to give H2 +
1O2,

although this channel makes up less than 2% of the evaluated total rate

constant, and the QCT rate constant for H2 + 1O2 production is

2–3 times larger than the evaluated one. Again, the QCT method can

overpredict small rate constants due to threshold effects, andwe do not

consider differences for these minor channels any further.

FIGURE 2
Quasiclassical trajectory thermal rate constants for H + HO2

for the (A) singlet and (B) triplet surfaces for four PIP expansions. A
set of evaluations for these rates from Ref. 41 is shown as dotted
black lines. Representative two-sigma statistical error bars are
shown for one set of trajectory results.
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Comparing results for both electronic states together, we see that

the dominant product at 300 K is 2OH with only minor

contributions from the other product channels. At higher

temperatures, direct abstraction on the triplet surface to give H2

+ 3O2 becomes more prominent. A preliminary analysis of this

channel switching between the 2OH and H2 +
3O2 channels and its

role in combustion modeling was presented recently and is attached

here as supporting information [41], and a more detailed analysis of

this chemistry including a more comprehensive comparison with

available experimental and theoretical work is underway [42].

Here we focus on quantifying the impact of inefficient IVR

on the H + HO2 rate constant. Figure 3 shows the PIP10 QCT

singlet capture rate constant, which is the sum of the QCT rate

constants for the two indirect channels 2OH and 1O+ H2O.

Also shown is a newly computed TST capture rate constant

calculated using direct variable reaction coordinate transition

state theory [43, 44] (VRC-TST) and the same electronic

structure theory that was used to parameterize the PIP

surfaces (MRCI + Q/CBS). The present MRCI + Q/CBS-

based TST capture rate constant is ~50% larger than the

QCT results, and because these two calculations are based

on the same level of electronic structure theory we attribute

their differences to dynamical effects, as discussed next.

As motivated in the Introduction, the local equilibrium

assumption for TST states that trajectories that encounter the

transition state dividing surface do so with statistical

populations, and the fundamental assumption of TST states

that all of these trajectories go on to form products. The direct

product of the barrierless capture process is the H2O2 well,

which is deep enough to be expected to subsequently

dissociate statistically, i.e., predominantly to the lowest-

energy channel 2OH with negligible contributions to the

higher-energy 1O + H2O channels and even smaller

contributions to the higher H + HO2 channel. Instead, we

find that an appreciable fraction of trajectories that access

H2O2 promptly turn around and reform the H + HO2

reactants.

To demonstrate this, Figure 4 plots the probability

distribution of the minimum H–OOH distance rmin along

each trajectory in a thermal QCT ensemble at 1000 K. The

plot shows two distinct features: a sharp feature associated

with the inner turning point of the incipient OH bond around

rmin = 0.7 Å and a broad feature around rmin = 2.5–3.0 Å. The

sharp small-rmin feature is associated with the successful

formation of a new OH bond and therefore “capture” in the

deep H2O2 well. The broad large-rmin feature, in constrast, counts

trajectories where the H atom approaches HO2 at an unfavorable

orientation and/or impact parameter for successful OH bond

formation and thus avoidance of the H2O2 well.

FIGURE 3
Capture rate constants for H + HO2 on the singlet surface
computed using QCT (solid black line) and TST (dashed blue line).
A set of intermediate results is also shown, as discussed in Sec. 3.2.
Adding nonstatistical back reaction trajectories to the QCT
result is shown as a thin dotted black line. The canonical variational
TST (CVT) result using atom–atom dividing surfaces (blue long
dashed line) can be compared with the “QCT + CVT correction”
result which counts all trajectories that access the CVT dividing
surfaces (red long dashed line). The dashed red line is the result of
applying a recrossing correction in addition to the CVT correction
and is labeled “QCT + CVT and recrossing corrections.”

FIGURE 4
Distribution of the minimum H–OOH distance rmin along
each trajectory in a QCT ensemble at 1000 K. The solid line shows
the probability distribution function p for all trajectories, and the
dashed line shows the probability distribution function p for
reactive trajectories. The inset highlights the small-rmin region.
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If energy was readily shared among all the degrees of

freedom of H2O2, i.e., in the limit of efficient IVR, all but a

negligible fraction of the trajectories associated with capture

and the sharp small-rmin feature would be expected to go on

to form 2OH via its low energy pathway. Instead, only two-

thirds of captured trajectories are reactive at 1000 K, as

highlighted in the inset of Figure 4, with the rest promptly

returning to reactants and finishing the simulation as H +

HO2 instead of 2OH. Mechanistically, inefficient IVR reduces

the effective dimensionality of the system. Instead of

encountering a deep well with additional vibrational

modes, trajectories with inefficient IVR behave as one-

dimensional collisions in that they do not “see” the

additional modes and instead encounter a hard wall that

sends them back to the reactants.

We may quantify the deviation of the fraction of small-rmin

trajectories that react from unity as the inefficient IVR reduction

factor κIVR, which here to varies from 0.81 at 300 K to 0.67 at

1000 K to 0.47 at 2500 K. Efficient IVR is expected to be

promoted when the characteristic frequencies of the two pools

of energy are similar, and so we expect κIVR to increasingly

deviate from unity with increasing temperature, as seen here.

For a given potential energy surface, one might hope to be

able to interpret differences between TST and QCT rate

constants as arising due to dynamical effects like inefficient

IVR. We can make such a comparision here by correcting our

QCT rate constant for inefficient IVR and comparing it with the

TST capture rate constant. In Figure 3, the dotted line labeled

“QCT + back reaction” shows the QCT rate constant for all

reactive trajectories plus all nonreactive trajectories with values of

rmin associated with the small-rmin sharp peak, i.e., kQCT/κIVR.

This quantity approximates the QCT capture rate constant and

notably does not compare favorably with the TST capture rate.

This is due to the unavoidable connection between IVR and

variational recrossing corrections in TST; the remainder of the

curves shown in Figure 3 and the discussion that follows address

this issue.

The TST results include microcanonical variational

optimizations, which make it difficult to produce and

compare temperature-dependent information. We therefore

computed another TST rate constant where simpler canonical

variational optimizations were performed (i.e., where each

temperature was associated with a single variationally-

optimized dividing surface), and we further limited the choice

of dividing surfaces to those defined by a fixed incipient O–H

distance. The result of this canonical variational TST (CVT)

calculation is shown in Figure 3 to be about 50% larger than the

present fully variationally optimized TST results and more than a

factor of two larger than the QCT results.

Using these simpler CVT dividing surfaces, we then counted the

number of times they were crossed during the QCT simulations as a

function of temperature. Again, we found a significant number of

trajectories that accessed the CVT dividing surface and that reacted

back to form H + HO2 instead of going on to form the heavily

statistically favored product 2OH. The curve labeled “QCT + CVT

correction” is the result of counting all trajectories that accessed the

CVT dividing surface, not just the reactive ones, and this curve

indeed compares favorably to the CVT result. This demonstrates

that, as expected, the QCTs are accessing the CVT transition state

dividing surfaces with statistical distributions. The overprediction of

the TST approach for this system arises instead because not all of

these trajectories are reactive, i.e., because of the violation of the local

equilibrium assumption inherent to TST caused by inefficient IVR.

The results in Figure 3 show that the ratio of the TST and

QCT results depends on how the variational optimizations are

carried out, as kQCT/kTST ≈ 0.67 is not equal to kQCT/kCVT ≈ 0.40,

both nearly independent of temperature. More importantly,

neither of these factors equals the value of κIVR calculated

directly via the analysis in Figure 4, which instead decreases

from 0.81 to 0.47 from 300 to 2500 K. This discrepancy can be

explained by noting that the important variational TST dividing

surfaces occur at O–H distances of 2.8 to 2.4 Å for temperatures

from 300 to 2500 K. This range of O–H distances includes the

shoulder of the broad large-rmin distribution of entirely

nonreactive trajectories appearing in Figure 4, thus obscuring

the interpretation of kQCT/kTST or kQCT/kCVT as IVR corrections

distinct from recrossing/variational corrections κrc.

We used QCTs to compute a temperature-dependent

recrossing correction, which is equal to the number of

times the CVT dividing surfaces were crossed in the

forward direction divided by the number of trajectories

that crossed the CVT dividing surfaces at least once. This

factor was found to be about 1.5 and nearly independent of

temperature. When the QCT + CVT corrected rate constant is

divided by this recrossing factor, the resulting rate constant is

indeed found to agree with the fully variationally optimized

TST result, again as expected.

This analysis demonstrates that inefficient IVR effects are

inherently entangled with recrossing corrections, and simply

comparing TST and QCT results, even when the same

underlying electronic structure methods are used, is not

sufficient to quantify the kinetic effects of inefficient IVR. In

fact, the TST result in Figure 3 includes a standard VRC-TST

κrc = 0.85 recrossing correction, which was approximated to be

independent of temperature. Allowing for a temperature

dependent recrossing correction might improve agreement

between the TST and the “QCT + back reaction” estimate of

the QCT capture rate. The present QCT results are ~40% lower

than the TST results and this difference is nearly independent of

temperature. In contrast, the inefficient IVR correction κIVR
directly computed from the QCT results is strongly

temperature dependent, increasingly deviating from unity with

increasing temperature (κIVR = 0.81 at 300 K to 0.47 at 2500 K).

Indeed, the impact of inefficient IVR would be expected to

increase with temperature and energy, as reflected in the

behavior of κIVR observed here.
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Nonthermal rate constants

Nonthermal rate constants k*(Evib,T) were computed with

HO2 initially vibrationally excited up to Evib = 53 kcal/mol above

its classical minimum and for T = 1000 K for the remaining

degrees of freedom. This maximum value of Evib corresponds to a

zero-point corrected internal energy of D0 = 44 kcal/mol, which

is the dissociation energy of HO2. The average internal

vibrational energy for HO2 at 1000 K is just ~13 kcal/mol, or

4 kcal/mol when zero-point corrected, such that the highest-

energy nonthermal conditions studied here have 11× the initial

internal vibrational energy as thermal conditions.

Figure 5 shows nonthermal rate constants k*(Evib,T = 1000 K)

calculated using QCTs and the PIP10 expansions for both the singlet

and triplet surfaces. For all three rate constants shown, k* is in good

agreement with the thermal rate constant k at 1000 K when Evib ≈
13 kcal/mol, the average thermal energy at 1000 K. As energy is added

to HO2 up to its dissociation threshold, the direct abstraction rate

constants shown in Figure 5A increase while the indirect singlet capture

rate constant shown in Figure 5B decreases. The behavior in Figure 5A

is typical, as we generally expect reaction rate constants to increase with

all types of energy, including vibrational energy; we indeed found this to

be the case in our past studies of CH4* + H [24] and H2O* + H [26],

both of which are direct reactions. The unusual negative vibrational

energy dependence for the indirect singlet nonthermal capture rate is

again attributed to inefficient IVR, as discussed next.

We previously showed that one could make a statistical

equipartition-of-energy assumption to approximate k*(Evib,T)

by the thermal rate constant k(Teff), where Teff was computed

by assigning the nonthermal reactant a vibrational temperature

of Evib/kBln2 (3n–6), where n = 3, and then averaging the

temperatures of all the modes, including rotational and

translational modes equilibrated to T with each weighted half

as much as each vibrational mode [24]. For HO2* + H, Teff varies

from ~1000 K for Evib = 13 kcal/mol to 4900 K for the threshold

energy Evib = 53 kcal/mol for the conditions in Figure 5, as

indicated at the top of the figure. The dotted lines in Figure 5

show the results of this statistical equipartition-of-energy

assumption, k(Teff), evaluated using the appropriate thermal

expressions from Figures 2, 3. This is an approximate

approach, such that even when statistical assumptions are

favored we would not expect this model to agree

quantitatively with the QCT results. Nonetheless, k(Teff)

agrees fairly well with the QCT results for the direct reactions,

FIGURE 5
Nonthermal QCT rate constants k*(Evib,T = 1000 (K) for
several values of the classical (zero-point inclusive) initial
vibrational energy Evib of HO2 for (A) two direct products H2 +

1O2

and H2 +
3O2 (solid red and blue lines) and (B) the sum of the

indirect singlet capture products 2OH and 1O+ H2O (solid black
line). The associated thermal QCT rate constants at 1000 K are
indicated as horizontal dash-dotted lines. The effective
temperature Teff is based on a statistical equipartition assumption
and is indicated at the top of the plot, with estimates of k*≈ k(Teff)
for each rate constant shown as dotted lines.

FIGURE 6
Inefficient IVR correction factors κIVR for the nonthermal
singlet capture reaction H + HO2* at 1000 K and as a function of
the initial classical vibrational energy of HO2, Evib (solid black line).
The calculated values of κIVR for the thermal singlet capture
reaction is also shown (blue dashed line), where temperature was
converted to Evib using a statistical equipartition of energy model
via Teff.
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with differences at high energies of a factor of 3. These differences

could indicate nonstatistical effects at high energies, but

differences could also arise due to uncertainties in the

computation of Teff and in the extrapolation of the TST

results to very high temperatures.

For the singlet capture rate in Figure 5B, the statistical

equipartition-of-energy rate constant increases with energy

and disagrees qualitatively with the QCT results. We

calculated κIVR using the direct method of tracking the

minimum incipient HOO–H distance rmin, as described

above, and the results are shown in Figure 6. When HO2 is

vibrationally excited to its threshold energy, κIVR = 0.4,

i.e., more than half of “captured” trajectories dissociate

nonstatistically from H2O2 back to the reactants H + HO2

instead of forming the heavily favored products 2OH. As Evib
decreases, κIVR tends toward unity. Because the indirect

capture rate constant only slowly increases with Evib, the

comparatively strong negative dependence of κIVR on Evib
leads to a QCT capture rate constant that decreases with Evib.

Also shown in Figure 6 are the values of κ_IVR computed

above for the thermal capture rate, where temperature was

converted to Evib via the statistical equipartition of energy

model Teff. The thermal values of κIVR are in close agreement

with the nonthermal ones when plotted this way, further

confirming the common origin of these effects.

Conclusion

Quasiclassical trajectories (QCTs) and newly fitted

permutationally invariant polynomial (PIP) expansions were

used to compute thermal and nonthermal rate constants for

the H + HO2 reaction. Inefficient sharing of intramolecular

vibrational energy, i.e., inefficient IVR, was found to decrease

the reaction rate for the indirect product channels (principally,

2OH), which are mediated by the H2O2 well. Relative to statistical

TST calculations, inefficient IVR lowers the thermal rate constant

by up to 50%. More dramatically, this same effect gives rise to a

negative dependence of the singlet capture reaction rate on the

initial vibrational energy of HO2.

The QCT results were compared with rate constants based on

statistical assumptions, including TST computations of the thermal

rate constants and an ergodic energy sharing approximation for the

nonthermal rate constants. This analysis demonstrated that IVR

inefficiency correction factors κIVR calculated directly from QCTs

will not necessarily agree with the ratio of QCT rates and statistical

rates due to confounding recrossing corrections. Instead, κIVR was

calculated here using QCTs and monitoring access to the H2O2 well

and collision outcomes.

The effect of inefficient IVR on reactivity was previously

characterized for reactions with HO2, O+ OH, and H + O2 as

reactants [45–48]; these systems share features with the present

system and indeed similar effects were quantified. The present

nonstatistical effect is one of a variety of nonstatistical effects

that have drawn notable attention as potentially limiting the

accuracy of statistical approaches like TST, including inefficient

thermalization of reactants [49–53], “non-RRKM”

unimolecular isomerization and dissociation [54–59], and

post bottleneck bifurcations [60–63]. Despite all this

attention, we wish to emphasize that many reactions,

including both direct and indirect ones, are often accurately

treated using TST.

The nonstatistical effect quantified here––specifically, the

breakdown of the local equilibrium assumption central to

TST––is likely to be more prominent for small systems than

for larger ones and for indirect reactions mediated by transient

wells than for direct ones. An improved treatment of the

quantitative effects of inefficient IVR on product branching

for thermal and nonthermal reactions could impact predictive

descriptions of flame modeling as well as the evolution of excited

species such as 1O2 and
1O in plasmas.
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